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QUESTION 1

Frank has created a workflow consisting of draft, review, published, and expired stages. In order to have a content item
automatically move from the published stage to the expired stage when the expiration date has reached, what should
Frank do? 

A. Add a "scheduled move" workflow action for items "entering" the expiration stage andassociate the action with the
content item\\'s expiration date. 

B. Add a "scheduled move" workflow action for items "entering" the publish stage and associate the action with the
content item\\'s expiration date. 

C. Add an "expiration" action for items "leaving" the publish stage and associate the action with the content item\\'s
expiration date. 

D. Add a "scheduled move" workflow action for items "leaving" the publish stage and associate the action with the
content item\\'s expiration date. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Cindy has created a Style Sheet component named "corp_style" within the component library. This stylesheet needs to
be added to each of her site\\'s presentation templates. 

Which of the following options is the appropriate wayto reference a stylesheet within a presentation template? 

A. [component name="corp_style"] 

B. [element name="corp_style"] 

C.  

D.  

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following statements is true regarding Categories? 

A. Categories allow developers to classify content items that use different authoring templates. These classifications are
then used within a menu component to generate a list of related content items. 

B. Categories allow developers to classify content items that use different keywords. These classifications are then used
within a navigator component to generate a list of related content items. 
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C. Categories allow developers to classify content items that are within different site areas. These classifications are
then used within an option selectioncomponent to generate a list of related content items. 

D. Categories allow developers to classify content items that are within different site areas. These classifications are
then used within a document manager component to generate a list of relatedcontent items. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

David has created a new wiki. He needs to change the look and feel of the Tool panel that is displayed aspart of the wiki
page. Which of the following best describes the way he should do this for just his new wiki? 

A. Copy the Wiki Tool Page presentation template to his new library. Make the necessary look and feel changes and
then change the Site Area mappings to use the new presentation template. 

B. Edit the Wiki Tool Page Presentation Template in the Web Resources V70 library. Make the necessary look and feel
changes. 

C. Copy the Wiki Page Presentation template to his new library. Make the necessary look and feel changes and then
change the Site Area mappings to use the new Presentation template. 

D. Edit the Wiki Tool Page Presentation Template in the Wiki Template V70 library. Make the necessary look and feel
changes. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Dylan is using the Update Security task to apply inherited access permissions and remove existing item access
permissions for all items or all items of a given type. He wants to preserve the last modified date of items updated. How
can he accomplish this? 

A. By adding -DpreserveDates=true to the command 

B. Version the library before running the command 

C. By adding -DpreserveModifiedDates=true to the command 

D. He is not able to preserve the last modified date. 

Correct Answer: A 
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